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Book. Along with a good rifle and a sturdy horse, this guide was
an essential companion for any westward-bound pioneer of the
nineteenth century. Its author, Captain Randolph B. Marcy of the
U.S. Army, spent most of his military career in the West. At the
invitation of the War Department, he shared the benefits of his
frontier experience in this remarkable book. To today s reader,
Marcy s manual offers a fascinating view of the rigors and
hazards of crossing the country. In 1859, it provided life-or-death
advice on everything from finding water and building a fire to
avoiding quicksand and treating snakebites. Marcy promised to
assist his reader in escaping unforeseen disasters and
maintaining relative comfort during the journey, adding that the
intrepid pilgrim will feel himself a master spirit in the wilderness
he traverses, and not the victim of every new combination of
circumstances which nature affords or fate allots, as if to try his
skill and prowess. Marcy s counsel encompasses choosing the
best routes to California, wagon maintenance and the selection
and care of horses, food supplies,...
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This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will
get a enjoyment of looking at a created publication.
-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD

It is an amazing publication which i actually have at any time go through. It really is writter in easy words and phrases
rather than hard to understand. Its been developed in an extremely easy way which is merely following i finished
reading through this pdf in which actually changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Ga r r y Lind-- Ga r r y Lind
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